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190.90>x+(76800-8x2) /5x. .. 190.90>(76800-3x2) /5x. 
As x decreases, (76800-3x2) /5x increases. 

. . the equation (76800-3x2 ) /5x= 190.90 .......................... (4) 

gives the minimum limit of x. 

. . 66.48 + is the minimum limit of x ..... .... .................... 

From (3), y=(76800-8x') /5x, we get, since y must have some value, 
76800>8x2; hence 8x2-76800 gives maximum limit of x. .Z. 97.97+ is the 
maximum limit of x. Hence, any valuies of x between 66.48 + and 97.97+ will 
satisfy the conditions of the problem. Examnple: Let x=77+. Then from (3) 
y = 751; . z=47W . 

A received $136.651 3r; B received $112.17-1. .3 . C received 
$38.072}0-; but he paid $47.17X43. . . C lost $9.10. 

Also solved by A. H. HOLMES, J. SCHEFFER, and G. B. M. ZERR. 

PROBLEMS. 

72. Proposed by CHAS. C. CROSS, Laytonsville, Maryland. 

Prove that _ /62X2+1 3-2, when reduced to its lowest terms. 
4x 1/6-1/2 

73. Proposed by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Texarkana, Arkansas-Texas. 

Find the worth of each of five persons, A, B, C, D, and E, knowing, 1st, that when 
A's worth is added to a timiies what B, C, D, and E are worth, it is equal to m; 2nd, when 
B's worth is added to b times what A, C, D, and E are worth, it is equal to n; 3rd, when 
C's worth is added to c times what A, B, D, and E are worth, it is equal to p; 4tll, when 
D's worth is added to d times what, A, B, C, and E are worth, it is equal to q; 5th, when 
E's worlth is added to e times what A, B, C, and D aire worth, it is equatl to r. 

CALCULUS. 

Conducted by J. M. COLAW, Monterey, Va. All contributions to this department should be sent to him. 

SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS. 

51. Proposed by F. P. MATZ, Sc. D., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Irving College, 
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. 

Find the miiaximumlli ellipsoid thlitt caII be cult ouit of n givxen riglht conic frustulm. 
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